
        
English Remote Education 

This Week’s English Lessons WC: 18.1.21 

Spelling:           certain      reign        pressure       history        often        separate       
Use class based spelling strategies to practice you can also use the look, cover, write example in the SPELLINGS TASK. 
 
Grammar:  See Grammar Task_2 on Class page 

Day: Learning Objective: Lesson: 

Monday  Make predictions about What 
might happen next, make 

deductions from information 
so far. 

From your reading so far complete the following tasks: 
• Write a paragraph about what you see happening in the next chapter, Try not to peep! 
• Write a paragraph using information from pages 1 – 19, explain what life was like as a mouse. 

**Remember, joined up neat and tidy handwriting** 
Tuesday  Make predictions about What 

might happen next, make 
deductions from information 

so far. 

 Tasks: 
• Read pages 20 – 38. 
• Make notes on any words, phrases that are used to engage the reader, make reading more 

interesting, this may included unusual words, descriptive words, any informative elements. 
 

Wednesday  To find and modify 
descriptions of characters, 
objects and places. (noun 

phrases) 

Page 10, paragraph 2 begins … But soon Carlo’s taloned paw came through the crack.  
 
Tasks:  

1. Scan through the text so far, hunting for descriptive phrases like this. 
2. Think about how you could adapt / modify 3  sentences of your choice… For example you could 

modify the above sentence to…… But soon Carlo’s taloned paw came cautiously through the 
shadowy crack. 

Thursday  To create expanded noun 
phrases. 

Have a read of Expanded Noun Phrases, on the class page. 
Complete the task in red on Expanded Noun Phrases document using The Train Mouse story so far for 
ideas. 
 



        
Friday  To identify and use a range of 

openers to create different 
effects. 

The Train Mouse is an excellent text for using many different ways of using openers. Uwe Timm is 
fantastic at using outstanding openers! Spend time to look back and identify the range of openers he 
uses.  
Tasks:  

• Make a list (up to 6) different ways that Uwe Timm uses to open sentences.  
• Use the Openers Help Sheet for ideas and then build (6) new ones of your own.   

•  
 


